How New Zealand Sotheby's
International Reality increased
their after hours lead
generation by 40%
Success Story

About
New Zealand Sotheby's International Realty (SIR)
is a part of Sotheby's International Realty
network.
With offices in Auckland, Waiheke Island, Tauranga,
Rotorua, Taupo, Hawke’s Bay, Palmerston North,
Wairarapa, Wellington, Nelson, Marlborough,
Wanaka, Arrowtown and Queenstown, the
demand for distinctive New Zealand property has
proven to be strong within Sotheby's International
Realty® network.

Challenges
1

As part of their strategy to increase overall
inbound website leads, New Zealand SIR wanted to
ensure a time-efficient approach whereby any
leads generated were of the highest quality and at
a stage where potential customers were ready to
take action.
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CommVersion has proven to be a very
successful asset, as we recognised
there was an opportunity to capitalise
on leads from website traffic that
occurred outside of our usual business
hours. We have seen tangible results,
not just in terms of qualified leads but
also in terms of ROI."
Clodadgh Hall
GM Operations & Marketing

Lead Quality

24/7 Coverage

With a substantial volume of property enquiries
occurring around the clock, New Zealand SIR was
looking to improve their engagement rate and
reduce missed opportunities outside of their
normal business hours.
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Brand Consistency

Any interaction taking place on the website on
behalf of New Zealand SIR had to maintain the
quality of conversation New Zealand SIR offers,
and uphold the brand’s specific tone of voice.

Solution
After discussing the ways in which our live chat
solution could help, we worked together to
monitor patterns of customer behaviour, traffic
levels and incoming enquiries in order to build a
chat deployment strategy that would see
increased lead generation from their existing
traffic.
This included the creation and use of a
comprehensive knowledge base and chat flow to
ensure the maintenance of brand voice during
each and every chat while fulfilling the objectives
New Zealand SIR had outlined — better lead quality
with higher lead volume.

Results
30% Chat to Lead Conversion Rate
New Zealand SIR saw a 30% chat to lead
conversion rate, allowing their sales team to
spend more time on calls with better qualified
leads, as CommVersion’s agents were able to
contextualise enquiries and identify intent in
web visitors before the sales team stepped in.

40% After Hours Lead Generation
Due to 24x7, 365-days-a-year nature of our live
chat solution, New Zealand SIR found that
nearly 40% of their total chats and leads came
after hours. This was a huge opportunity which
was being missed prior to having a 24x7
human-led live chat.

17% Quarterly Lead Increase
CommVersion’s
agents
successfully
maintained the appropriate brand etiquette
during their interactions with web visitors &
resolved visitor queries at the right time.
Additionally, as the chat agents became more
seasoned while handling engagement on New
Zealand SIR’s website, they saw a 17% increase
in leads in Q1 2021 as compared to Q1 2020.
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